Deck by shuffling your deck and then drawing five cards
for your hand. Do not show your opponent your hand.
Note: If you draw an equalizer card (Joker) in your
starting hand, place the equalizer card on the bottom of the
deck, continue drawing your hand to five cards, and then
reshuffle your deck.

-Trial EditionIn an alternate world, war has erupted between the mechanicallyinclined Prussians and the beast-commanding Britannians.
Assemble your command team of heroes to fight your
opponent’s forces. Your government has sent you limited
supplies and reinforcements with which to defeat your enemies.
Attach helpful equipment to make your team stronger, sabotage
your enemies with well-timed events, and use the aid of
reinforcements to back your heroes when they are wounded. But
beware. Rogue super soldiers and pirates are waiting in ambush,
and they will attack whoever looks strongest. If all of your
heroes fall, the battle is lost, and your opponent wins the game.

Step Three: Start play. The person with the lowest total of points
as indicated in the upper right corners of their hero cards
and start
goes first. They receive the Initiative Token
the first round. The Initiative Token serves as a reminder
as to who took the first turn during a round.
This is an example of a playing field when starting the game.

Objective
The objective of this game is to defeat all of your opponent’s
hero cards with the help of your supply and reinforcement
(S&R) deck. The last player to still have hero cards on the field
wins the game.

Components
3 Britannian Hero Cards - Hero characters with the dragon
symbol in their abilities box
3 Prussian Hero Cards - Hero characters with the owl symbol
in their abilities box
1 Trial Game Playing Guide – Document on how to play
2 Turn/S&R Reference Cards - A handy reference for each
turn, and what each poker card represents
4 Reinforcement Reference Cards – A guide for the stats of
reinforcement characters
1 Equalizer Reference Card – A guide for the stats of the
equalizers

(Use proxy poker decks in place of the S&R faction decks.)

What You Will Need To Play

Game Play

1 Six-Sided Die - Used for making attacks and rolling saves
2 Standard Decks of Playing Cards w/ two jokers each – Acts as
proxy S&R decks for events, equipment, and reinforcement
characters
Tokens - Download a free PDF of printable tokens at:
http://www.infinitaspublishing.com/games.html

A round consists of multiple turns taken by each player. A turn
consists of the following:

Setup
Step One: Each player selects a faction (Britannia or Prussia).
You will use the heroes from your faction, and draw from
that faction’s S&R deck during game play. Place your
faction hero cards in front of you, and all reference cards to
the side. Note: In the full game, you will be able to choose your own
heroes.

Step Two: Each faction has its own S&R deck. Use your S&R
Deck Guide to identify what each playing card represents.
Prepare your proxy Supply and Reinforcements (S&R)
~ Battle Decks: Trial Edition ~ Playing Guide ~

1st – Put into play S&R card(s) from your hand. You may play
any equipment or event card(s), and one from each type of
reinforcement.
2nd – Activate one character. When you activate a character,
you may use their basic attack or you may activate one of
that character’s abilities. Heroes can only activate once
during a round. You may choose to have a character
activate and do nothing, but you must activate one
character per turn unless a card or ability is played that
says otherwise.
Once a character has been activated, place an activation
on their card.
token
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3rd – Replenish the cards in your hand by drawing cards from
your S&R deck, one at a time, until you have exactly five
cards in hand. If you run out of cards in your S&R deck,
you continue playing without drawing any new cards.
Whenever an equalizer card is drawn, it immediately goes
into play. The equalizer makes its first attack according to
the text on its card, and then the player continues to refill
his/her hand.
End Turn – The next player takes their turn.
This turn-based play continues until one player has no more
characters to activate. Once this happens, the player with
characters left to activate takes one last turn, in which he/she
activates all remaining characters.
Once all characters are activated, the round is over. All S&R
cards on the field (except for reinforcement cards) are placed in
your S&R deck discard pile, their effects are discarded, all
characters are set to an inactive state, and any active abilities are
no longer in effect.
The Initiative Token is then passed to the next player. That
player starts the new round, regardless of who ended the
previous round.

Whenever a reinforcement character takes damage, that
character is placed in the S&R deck discard pile.
Note: An attack roll of 1 on the die is considered an automatic fail,
while a roll of 6 is considered an automatic success and deals double
the DMG value, regardless of modifiers.
Example: Jack uses his Dire Wolf to attack Molly’s Engineer
Corp Captain. He rolls a 3 on a D6 then adds that 3 to the Dire
Wolf’s ATK value of 4, which equals 7. This value is greaterthan / equal-to the Engineer Corp Captain’s DEF of 5, thus the
Engineer Corp Captain loses HP equal to the DMG of the Dire
Wolf (3). The Engineer Corp Captain only has 1 HP at the
moment, so after the attack, its HP is reduced to -2 HP, and the
character is unconscious. Molly flips over the Engineer Corp
Captain’s card and adds two -1 HP tokens to that card.

Abilities
When you activate a character’s ability, it stays active until the
end of the round, with the exception of pairing abilities.
(See below for information about pairing.)

Passive Abilities. Some characters have passive abilities. These
abilities are always active and do not require the character to be
activated to use their effects.
Instant Abilities. These passive abilities automatically go into effect
at the beginning of a round, or when a card with an instant
ability is placed on the field. Be sure to check your character
cards’ abilities section for these effects.
Example: At the beginning of a round Jack uses his Dire Wolf’s
Spot ability—Once per round, you may select a target character.
Target character has -2 DEF for the remainder of the round—to
reduce Molly’s Artillery’s defense for that round. He places a
spot token on the Artillery.

Activated Abilities. These abilities require activation and are
marked with an asterisk (*).
Occasionally, you may be required to roll a save for one or more
of your characters. When this happens, state which character you
are rolling for, and roll a D6. Add any relevant modifiers to the
roll. If the total save for that character is equal to or greater than
the save value, the roll is a success. Note: A natural roll of 6 is
an automatic success and a natural roll of 1 is an automatic
failure, even when modifiers are involved.

Basic Attack
When using a basic attack against another character, roll a D6 and
add the attacking character’s ATK value to the dice roll. If the total
meets or exceeds the target’s DEF, that character takes damage.
Whenever a hero takes damage, their HP is reduced according
to the value of the attacking character’s DMG value. A hero is
defeated when it has -5 HP, and is removed from the game.
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Example: Molly activates the Barrage I ability of her Artillery. This
abilities states: Deal 3 damage to all opponent characters: Save 3
per character. Thus Jack rolls a D6 save for his Pterosaur Rider,
Dire Wolf, and Call of the Wild character (8 of Diamonds). He
rolls the following values: Pterosaur Rider (2), Dire Wolf (5), and
Call of the Wild (1). His Pterosaur Rider takes three damage, the
Dire Wolf is safe (takes no damage), and the Call of the Wild
character takes three damage, and as a reinforcement, is defeated.
Since Molly’s Artillery also has Shatter—Whenever this character
deals damage, damaged character is defeated: Save 2—Jack must
roll another save for his Pterosaur Rider. He rolls a 4, so his
Pterosaur Rider is not defeated.

Pairing. A few abilities allow characters to pair with another
character. Once paired, paired characters remain paired until
the controller player un-pairs them, an action is made that causes
them to un-pair, or one character dies.
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Except for the initial pairing, paired characters activate at the
same time, but their stats do not combine. Together they may only
complete one action, unless the activating character has multiple
actions. The characters’ controller chooses which character in a pair
makes an action and which character takes damage if the pair is
attacked. Only two characters can be in a pairing.
Example: During his turn, Jack puts into play a Her Royal Guard
character (King of Hearts). He then activates it in order to pair it
with his Pterosaur Rider. Then on Molly's turn, Molly attacks the
pair with her Clockwork Soldier. Jack gets to choose whether
Her Royal Guard or his Pterosaur Rider is attacked. He chooses
Her Royal Guard. Molly rolls her attack (2), totaling to an attack
of 5, thus missing Her Royal Guard (DEF of 7).
On his next turn, Jack attacks with his Pterosaur Rider, since it
has not yet activated. Then on his first turn of the next round,
Jack again attacks with the Pterosaur Rider, activating both the
Pterosaur Rider and Her Royal Guard since they are paired.

Heroes have the following stats:
-

Once a hero runs out of HP, flip the card over. The
hero now has zero or negative HP. Once a hero has -5
HP, that hero is defeated and removed from the game.
-

DEF – This is your character’s defense score. An
attack must meet or exceed this score in order to hit
and cause damage to this character.

-

ATK – This is how well your character can fight. When
using a basic attack against another character, roll a D6
and add this value to the die roll. If the total meets or
exceeds the target’s DEF, that character takes damage.

When rolling saves for paired characters, you first roll the
save for the character with the pairing ability. If that character
succeeds, you may then choose between rolling the save for
the “guarded” character, or rolling a second save for the
character with the pairing ability.

When making an attack or using an ability, rolling a
natural 6 on the die is an automatic hit, and your
character deals double the damage stated on their card.
If they roll a natural 1, they automatically fail their
attack or ability, and they activate with no further
action (unless they have multiple activations). Note:
Automatic successes and failures happen regardless of
modifiers.

Example: Jack has to roll a save of 4 for his paired
Quartermaster and Her Royal Guard. First, he rolls the save for
Her Royal Guard (4). Her Royal Guard is safe. Jack then
chooses to roll a second save for Her Royal Guard in place of
rolling for his Quartermaster (2). His Her Royal Guard is
defeated, but the Quartermaster takes no damage.

To un-pair paired characters, activate the character with the
pairing abilities and declare them un-paired.
For a list of abilities, see the
Battle Decks: Trials of Blood and Steel – Glossary
@ http://www.infinitaspublishing.com/games.html

Ending the Game
The game ends when all of one player’s hero cards have been
removed from the game.

Characters
There are two types of characters: Heroes and Reinforcements.
Heroes. Heroes are your primary characters; if all of your
heroes are defeated, you lose the game.

HP – This is the amount of health your hero has.
Whenever your hero takes damage, the hero’s HP is
reduced according to the amount of damage dealt. (The
HP printed on the card is the maximum HP that
character can have.)

DMG – This is the amount of HP a target loses if that
target is hit by this character’s basic attack.

Reinforcements. Reinforcement characters are put into play
from your hand. They have the same stats as heroes, except
for HP. They count as having 1 HP for the purpose of
equalizer attacks. When dealt damage, reinforcement
characters are defeated and placed in your S&R deck
discard pile. These characters are not removed from the
field at the end of a round, and they activate the same as
hero characters. They may be activated within the same
turn of being placed on the field.
Each character has at least one character classification, which
determines which abilities affect that character.
See the glossary for more information regarding character classifications.

S&R Deck
When using standard playing cards as proxies, be sure to use
your faction's S&R Deck Guide to identify what each card
represents.
Note: Both playing card decks should include two jokers.

Equalizers (Jokers). Equalizers are rogue characters who attack
the character(s) with the highest HP (except for other
equalizers), regardless of whose faction deck they came
from. If the highest HP score is tied, they individually
attack each character with that HP. Different equalizers
may have a different number of times they can attack
before they leave play. After each attack, place an
activation token on them to keep track of how many times
~ Battle Decks: Trial Edition ~ Playing Guide ~
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they have attacked. They
always attack immediately
before the S&R draw phase of
the player who drew them. At
the end of the round these
cards are removed from the
game, rather than placed in the
discard pile.
Equalizer
Reference
Card
Example: While drawing cards at the end of her turn, Molly
draws the Airship Pirates equalizer. She stops drawing cards
and places the Airship Pirates card on the playing field. The
Airship Pirates immediately make their attack against the
character with the current highest HP (Jack’s Pterosaur Rider
with its HP of 7). They succeed in their attack and drop the
Pterosaur Rider to 2 HP.
Molly then continues drawing cards from her S&R deck until
she has five cards in hand.
At the end of her next turn, before she draws S&R cards, the
Airship Pirates attack Molly’s Clockwork Soldier (currently at
5 HP). They succeed in their attack and drop it to 0 HP. Molly
flips the card over.
On the Airship Pirates’ third attack, they attack all characters
with HP of 2 since no other characters have HP higher than 2.

Equipment. These cards must be equipped to a character to
affect their stats, and may be equipped to any character,
even if that character is not on your team. Multiple
equipment cards may be placed on a single character.
Example: Molly decides to equip the Liquid Fire card (7 of
Spades) from her hand to her Clockwork Soldier. She places
the Liquid Fire card under the Clockwork Soldier so that she
can see the modifiers of the equipment on the left side of the
card. Now when she activates the Clockwork Soldier, she has
the option to use the Barrage II ability provided by the Liquid
Fire instead of the Clockwork Soldier’s basic attack or other
abilities.

Events. These cards may be played instantly, at any time during
a round, even when it’s not your turn.

Tokens
Tokens are small pieces meant to help you keep track of
modifiers placed on characters. Whenever a character has a
modifier, place one of these tokens on their respective card.
Some, but not all, tokens have a corresponding front and back.
Note: Modifiers stack. If a character has a +1 attack token and
are under the effect of Ambush, the character in question would
have +3 attack and +2 damage.
Download a free PDF of printable tokens at:
http://www.infinitaspublishing.com/games.html

Thanks for playing!
If you enjoyed this trial game and would like to pick up the full
version please go to:
infinitaspublishing.com
or
thegamecrafter.com
For full-edition rules, glossary, frequently asked questions about
game play, and game demos, please visit
infinitaspublishing.com.
Also, please check out The Multiverse Chronicles, a free blog
series. This series features many of the characters and elements
of the game, and can be found at mvchron.wordpress.com.

Reinforcement. Reinforcement characters are characters that you
may play from your hand. Use your Reinforcement Reference Cards to
keep track of their stats and abilities.
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Example Reinforcement Reference Card
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